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Abstract 

It is fact that a healthy society provides surety of progress, prosperity 

development and calmness, but we cannot reap the benefit without 

justice. Actually justice and protection of the right is key to 

development. A developed society protects rights of the have notes, 

feeble and week persons. Hence being physically delicate women are 

considered submissive part of the society. And they are treading as 

second class domestics and then citizen in indigenous culture. Although 

we are considering the fact yet we have to do a lot of struggle in this 

context. We should come to know that they are important as male 

members. Actually from the very first day male child in South Asia 

Culture is considered sign of pleasure and grace and female baby is 

considered sign of liability sense of dominance penetrates into the mind 

of male members. And our societies try to give opium injection of 

sacrifice to the female members. It is true our common woman has 

absorbed this attitude but for a genius and intellectual woman it is just 

like punishment without sin. It is dilemma of the society that our women 

are facing a number of problems. It is our duty not only to find the 

reason but solution also life state and becomes oppressive by the 

society. In this paper before marriage basic rights of the woman, 

related problems, reasons and solution of the problem are discussed 

with Islamic perspective. 
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I. Introduction 

Women are almost 50% of the total population of the world. It is a solid fact that 

global well-being depend upon the understanding of women’ rights and their importance. 

In spite of all this they are facing exploitation in the whole world. Gender violence is a 

stigma of all societies. We can observe it in all countries, whether they are developed or 

developing with various degree and intensity. It is a solid fact; in developing countries 

condition of the woman is worst especially in Sub continent. In these countries woman is 

fighting for the essential and fundamental of life. Honour killing (karo kari) is a common 

practice in the society.  
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Female literacy rate is not satisfactory. A girl has to leave the school just to share 

burden with her mother. Women activities are restricted to house so that economical 

empowerment should be allocated for men. They are restricted to a few jobs which are 

less paid. She has to get married a person who is decided by the parents or a person 

whose sister is a choice of her brother.  This phenomenon is called as “watta satta” in 

local culture and ‘Shighar’ in Arabic (exchange marriage). Underage marriage is another 

problem for girls. It is a common practice in poor families. This practice has an adverse 

effect on the physical, mental and psychological health of the young girls.  

  

In spite of all sacrifices we can observe poly gamy in this society. Sometimes 

husband like to get married again just to have male baby. Ignorance is playing a fatal role 

for the female deprivation. In these cases situation of the first wife becomes miserable. It 

is very easy for a male to divorce his wife, but to get rid of a husband is a difficult task 

for the wife; even the husband is cruel, impotent and ill reputed. Prior to the marriage 

dissolution act of 1939 in the sub-continent condition of the Muslim woman was so 

miserable that they have to become apostate just to get rid of the husband. Still woman is 

deprived of the paternal inheritance .Situation is so miserable that in some areas of 

Pakistan family does not allow a female to get married just to deprive her in share of 

property. In this case she is badly victimized by sex starvation. 

  

It is a fact that numerous issues are worthy to discuss in all areas of life, ranging 

from the culture, politics and economy. And a number of factors are affecting the life of 

the women in the South Asia. She is still deprived of the rights even provided by the 

religion and legislation. In this perspective we discuss women rights i.e. Right of life, 

Right of education, Right of chose the spouse and Right of inheritance with Islamic point 

of view to explore the factors which are responsible for the exploitation of subcontinent 

women in contemporary society. 

 

A. Right of Life 

 Right of life is fundamental right of human being, whether male or female. It is 

very bitter fact that before Islam in Arab culture daughter killing was common practice. 

Al-Azhari said: 

 

“Whenever a girl was born in Arab society and they want her to live 

then she was dressed in cores dress made of wool or hair and she had 

to graze camel and Goat in the desert of Arab. She was not allowed to 

well dressed and spend a comfortable life, if somebody wanted to kill 

her daughter then he brought up her with love and care and when she 

grew to six or seven years father like to burry his alive daughter”. (Al-

Azhari (1420 AH) 1:363) 

 

But Islam eradicated such an obnoxious deed towards daughter killing. The Holy 

Quran says: 

 

“And when the girl [who was] buried alive is asked”. “For what sin 

she was killed”. (Al-Quran, 81:8,9) 

    

Hence Islam is a religion which provides full protection of life for female as well 

as male. Above mentioned verse indicated that daughter killing is prohibited in Islam. 
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But it is the stigma of the subcontinent that the birth of a daughter considered a shameful 

incident. 

   
“Daughter killing was not limited to Arab society but it was a common practice in 

Hindustan”. (Siddiqui (1968) 233) It means right of life was allocated for male persons 

which shows discriminating behavior of the Hindu society. Dr. Khalid Alvi describes the 

bitter fact as he writes: 

 

“If twins were borne and one of them is female then female baby killed 

because they consider it wretched.” And if two female babies were 

born then both were killed”. (Alwi (2009) 165) 

 

In spite of being a brutish behavior culture it has influenced throughout the sub-

continent. Islam provides protection for each and every human being without any 

discrimination whether male or female. It means the indigenous culture is gender based 

and violent. This discriminating behavior indicates gender based inequality. It is worthy 

to discuss Islam introduces some punishment for male and female without any gender 

discrimination. It is clear in the Holy Quran. 

 

“The [unmarried] woman or [unmarried] man found guilty of sexual 

intercourse - lash each one of them with a hundred lashes”. (Al-Quran 

24:2) 

 

Above mentioned verse indicates equality based rules but it is effect of the local 

culture that it’s practiced rules are in favor of male member. Women continue to suffer 

high levels of violence and abuse and in many countries are treated differently to men by 

the law. These disadvantages are not due to sex difference but are the result of gender 

discrimination”. (Lakshami N. (2007) 47) 

 

It is a problem of local society that we can observe the fatal behavior towards 

women.  In Tribal areas, only women are sentenced in case of adultery and this 

punishment is called as “Karokari”. It provides punishment for a married woman who 

knowingly commits adultery, but no such punishment is prescribed for a male partner in 

this offence. It is a miscarriage of justice that a male person has a right to live in spite of 

being adulterate. But a female is victimized.  

 

It is worthy to mention that the women were sentence to death in case of adultery 

or even rape due to medical evidences. But male members were free of punishment 

because further evidence was not provided. In 2002 Zafran Bibi in Pakistan was 

convicted of Zina (adultery) and sentenced to death by stoning, even though she claimed 

to have been a victim of repeated rape. (Omer Farooq (2005) 1) 

 

 Obviously it was a wrong interpretation and implementation of Islamic Law. Spirit 

of the command about adultery was badly crushed and it was miscarriage of the Islamic 

law and women life, actually in this law rape is not clearly elaborated as a result rape was 

also considered a type of zina. In rape cases woman are faultless and flawless but how 

can they proof that they are not involve in the activities they are forced to do so. Dr. 

Muhammad Omer Farooq writes in elaborated way: 
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“Anyone accused of rape is considers to have been involved in zina 

(adultery/fornication). The accuser (victim must them produce for 

creditable male witnesses to give testimony against the accused that he 

has raped the accuser, if the accuser fails to meet the witness 

requirements. Then the accuser usually a female is by default charged 

of zina and it convicted give the punishment prescribed under the 

hadood law. If the female don’t bring the accusation of rape then the 

women by default charged with zina”. (Omer Farooq (2005) 2) 

 

 Above mentioned fact indicates that if a woman raped by anyone she has to search 

for four witnesses, otherwise its considered as involve in adultery, so harsh fact is it! That 

in spite of being convicted male member is enjoying free life, a little misinterpretation of 

the religious command proved fatal for the female. It indicates gender based inequality in 

punishment. This is not whole matter of law. But there is another solid and harsh fact 

worthy to mention, that is the culture of subcontinent people like to kill female baby 

before their birth. It is brutish culture which is snatching right of the life before birth.  In 

spite of that, Bishoy portrays obnoxious picture of the world as he said: 

 

“The practice of female feticide, female infanticide and preferential 

treatment to boys for food and healthcare has been obvious in most of 

the societies of the world.” (Bishoyi. D (2007) 7) 

 

 It is psychological fact that this discrimination creates sense of domination in male 

members. They feel that they are special ones and these female members are like 

subordinates. This bossy behavior can be observed in the society. It is a fact that health 

care is necessary for female as we know she has to face pregnancy and breast feeding for 

the kids. But still she is neglected by the society. She is responsible to give birth to groom 

up the society. But she is not able to protect herself and her rights, even right of life. She 

can save her rights through education.  

 

B. Right of education 

 It is crystal clear fact that education is aground stone for progress and prosperity of 

the nation and development depends upon education. It is worthy to discuss that in the 

Holy Prophet’s era female as well as male participated in educational activities. It is 

because the revelation on the Holy Prophet started with the word “Iqra” (Read) and the 

pray of the Holy Prophet was: 

 

“Say oh God! enhance may knowledge” (Al-Quran, 20:114) 

 

 It is religious command to seek knowledge from cradle to grave. Actually, birth 

and grooming of the human being is considered as duty of mother. That is why we can 

say education and training of the female is more important as compare to male education.  

 

 That is why in prophetic age women were involved in learning and teaching. I 

would like to reveal a few facts from the history of Islam. Quran is a complete guide of 

life for Muslims. We can get guide line for each and every aspect of our life, whether it is 

individual, collective, social, economical, national or international issue. The duty of the 

Holy Prophet was to illustrate and explain the Quranic guide line. It is stated in the Holy 

Quran: 
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[We sent them] with clear proofs and written ordinances. And We 

revealed to you the message that you may make clear to the people 

what was sent down to them and that they might give thought. (Al-

Quran, 16:44) 

 

 And the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) performed his duty well. He made practical 

application of the sacred duty. The Holy Prophet efficiently called human beings to good 

deeds, preach goodness and forbid evil. And then the duty transferred to the Muslim 

ummah. It is also worthy to mention that this duty was not only restricted to male 

members todo but female played their vital role to performed the duty. One can find out 

the fact from the history that women learnt the whole Quran by heart. For instance, 

Umme-S’ad- Binte Rabi was a great scholar, and she was a teacher of the Holy Prophet’s 

companions. She not only corrected the pronunciation but also stated the reason and 

perspective of the revelation. (Asqalani (1328 AH) 4:456) So we come to know that 

female was involved in teaching and learning activities. The female were so sound of 

learning that female demanded dower from the husband that he will provide knowledge 

of the Holy Quran”. (Abdul Ma’bood, 257) 

 

 Islam has another step towards education. In pre Islamic ear the male & female 

slaves were deprived of their basic rights an were treated just like animals. But Islam 

provided their basic rights, not only this, Islam emphasis on education of the slaves. 

Talmisani quoted: 

 

“Alliah binte- Hassan was slave of Bni Shaaban. But she was very 

intellectual lady. And the great scholars of Basra came to her to have 

knowledge about Hadith and Jurisprudence”. (Talmisani (1997) 301) 

 

 At the same time women were poetess, writers and they had knowledge of 

interpretation dreams.  It is indicate the importance of knowledge, education and females’ 

participation in all fields of teaching and learning in the prophetic era. But now let us 

come to know present condition of the women in the indigenous culture. Women are not 

able to demand basic and fundamental right i.e right of education. She is supposed to be 

ready for sacrifice in each and every share of human life. So her right of education was 

also devoted by the different people and different statements.  Such a matter become 

acute when a number of non Islamic social practices were propagated in the name of 

religion but were never criticized. (Azra, 223) 

 

 Above mentioned fact and the different situation of the status of today’s women as 

compared to the woman of fourteen centuries ago indicates that something wrong has 

done. Few misconceptions lead towards the depletion of woman and she was prepared to 

self devotion. Self sacrifice and care for others as primary moral qualities whether they 

believe woman is specially suited for such actions by biology and by socialization. (Poth, 

J.K (1995) 37). It is obviously true that women still considered to ready to sacrifice. 

Actually education provides awareness to the rights and duties.  In the sub continent 

duties are imposed on woman but rights are not provided. Even legend scholars were 

thinking that the women should not struggle for modern education. We would like to 

share opinion of Sir Sayyed Ahmad Khan (A great Muslim Scholar of the subcontinent). 

He said: 
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“Management for the woman studies whether it is done by the 

governments by Muslim or by organization. I dislike it. To establish 

schools for female education and to follow europion schools for female 

education is not suitable for India. I am against of It”. (Hina (2004) 

290-291) 

 

 Actually this   is not a true presentation of Islamic religious thoughts. It is clearly 

shared that the thinking is based on the indigenous culture.  Sir Sayyed was a intellectual 

scholar that he promoted the English Language and Literature in the subcontinent and 

struggled to eliminate prejudice behavior of the native scholars towards modern sciences. 

But here is a biased decision for the education on gender base. We would like to quote 

another example in the context, he said: 

 

“I dislike the new opinion of different types of subjects for the Muslim 

woman. It is a fact that it is disliked to make them read Holy Quran 

without understanding. But I think it is best way for spiritual uplifting”. 

(Hina (2004) 290-291) 

 

 This type of thinking is based on local culture which is responsible for the 

depletion of the woman. Actually there is a wide gap between true Islamic injunctions 

and cultural condition of the Muslim woman in sub continent. Due to low literacy rate 

woman is not able to know her fundamental rights and male is going to dominate over the 

rights. But now condition is going to better that the people are aware of female education 

and their impact on society. This position and personality of the woman, wife or daughter 

reflected upon the personal status of the man and contributed its elevation. (Baffound, 

232) 

 

 No doubt the impact of education on the personal, mutual, national and ultimately 

on international levels is notable. It is fact that recitation of the Holy Quran is a source for 

spiritual uplifting for Muslim woman as well as men, but it is also religious command to 

understand the message of Allah, to act accordingly and to convey it. The education 

provides liberty and sense of freedom in a positive way. It provides sense of decision 

making for our life. We know that marriage is an important decision. So one should use 

ones right in a positive manner. 

 

C. Right to choose the spouse 

 It is obviously true that basic and fundamental unit of the society is home. Both 

male and female equally contribute to make a home form a house. So it is necessary that 

there must be legal contract between them to fulfill their domestic liabilities. This legal 

contract is called as Nikah (Marriage) in Islamic legal system. We know it is an important 

decision of a human life. So to make life happy and calm it is necessary that both 

members should be satisfied with their life. So Islam affirms right to show consent in this 

contract without consent of female as well as male contract is illegitimate. But it is also 

worthy to discuss that virgin women has shyness prestigious. So Islam has devises 

consent with shyness in very natural way. Narrated Abdullah ibn Abbas:  

 

“The Prophet (peace be upon him) said: A guardian has no concern 

with a woman previously married and has no husband, and an orphan 
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girl (i.e. virgin) must be consulted, her silence (after consultation) is 

her acceptance”. (Abu Dawood, 2095) 

 

 It means Islam has defined two different ways of consent, one for virgin and other 

for ex-married woman. Actually it is logical division with their psychologies, therefore a 

virgin’s consensual silence declared equal to verbal consent. Moreover the Holly Prophet 

is also directed to consult with mother in their daughter’s marriage affairs.  (Abu 

Dawood, 2090). 

 

 It is a natural way that mother has a free hand to discuss with her daughter on 

gender base.  It is a proper way in a family phenomenon get consent from the daughters 

through their mothers. At all events it seems that to getting consult from girls is 

necessary. Moreover, Islam has another step regarding the consent of a woman. If the 

father or otherwise contracted marriage without girl’s consent then she has a right to 

disallow the contract.  Narrated Abdullah ibn Abbas: 

 

“A virgin came to the Prophet (peace be_upon_him) and mentioned 

that her father had married her against her will, so the Prophet (peace 

be upon him) allowed her to exercise her choice”. (Abu Dawood, 2091) 

 

 It is also a personal right of an already married woman to choose the husband after 

his death or divorse, and nobody can forbade her from this right.  It is clearly mentioned 

in the Holy Quran. 

 

“O you who have believed, it is not lawful for you to inherit women by 

compulsion. And do not make difficulties for them in order to take 

[back] part of what you gave them unless they commit a clear 

immorality. And live with them in kindness. For if you dislike them - 

perhaps you dislike a thing and Allah makes therein much good”. (Al-

Quran, 4:19) 

 

These are the facts and rights which were introduced by Islam fourteen hundred 

years ago, and provided in early Islamic history. But now in present age a Muslim 

woman is deprived of the above mentioned right. Aness Ahmad Akbar describes 

condition of the Pukhtune woman in this regard. He said: 

 

“She is deprived of basic rights for instance her marriage is conducted 

without her consent. She cannot claim dower. There is no written 

contract i.e. called Nikha nama”. (Akbar (1988) 54) 

 

 Without a written contract, if a husband denied his duties, it is not possible to get 

rid of her husband or claim dower and maintenance. Actually her consent does not matter 

at all in local culture and  She is considered the property of her male agents (father, 

brother) to be bartered away at a suitable bride price known as sar paisey. (Shaheen 

(1995) 77) It is quite against of Islam. Islam does not allow to any person to make the 

woman a personal property.  (Al-Quran 4:19) If she considered the property of male 

member so she can’t express her inclination in exercise her rights. In a report of a 

commission of 1992, it is clearly mentioned: 
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“Infect a woman express an inclination or interest in exercising this 

right a man of household considers it an insult to their honor. 

Marriages are arranged on the basis of the clan or cost”. (Zari (1992) 

30) 

    

 “Sawara” is another obnoxious local custom which is feeling and content of a 

woman badly crushed. Shaheen wrote: 

 

“There may include a demand for a girl from the murder’s family to be 

handed over in marriage to the aggrieved family. This custom is known 

as swara.” (Shaheen (1995) 79). 

     

 No doubt to hand over a girl to the furious family is equal to kill the girl without 

her mistake even common man can think what will be done with the innocent girls. It is 

also fact that condition of the women is not only miserable in pakhtune but all other 

Pakistani provinces are also involved in this type of violence with various degrees. It is 

clearly mentioned in Woman Studies Encyclopedia:  

 

“The position for woman varies from province to province, but the 

general or proper behaviors for woman maintains throughout the 

country.” (Tireny, 1042) 

 

 Punjab is considered as a developed province in Pakistan comparatively and it is 

fact that its women are playing their vital role not only at domestic level but national and 

international level also. But we can observe exchange marriage in the lower Punjab and 

the people would like to exchange their daughters which both are deprived of dower.  

 

 This is common practice in Saraiki families and a few Punjabi families are also 

involve while I (Sobia) was getting opinion from a person of “Dogar” family about 

exchange of marriage, It’s came to know that they consider that they are saving rights of 

their daughters.  If they observe an oppressive behavior from in laws of the daughter they 

like to show oppressive behavior to their daughter in law.  So if one of them gets divorce 

then other contract is also dissolved. Once I (Sobia) asked from an educated girl, then she 

replied that “it is our mindset we cannot get married with a person who is not going to 

handover her sister to my brother. It is matter of grace for us”.  This type of marriage is 

strictly forbidden in Islam as Narrated Mu'awiyah: 

 

“AbdurRahman ibn Hurmuz al-A'raj said: Al-Abbas ibn Abdullah ibn 

al-Abbas married his daughter to Abdur Rahman ibn al-Hakam, and 

AbdurRahman married his daughter to him. And they made this 

(exchange) their dower. Mu'awiyah wrote to Marwan commanding him 

to separate them. He wrote in his letter: This is the Shighar which the 

Apostle of Allah (peace_be_upon_him) has forbidden”. (Abu Dawood, 

2070) 

 

 We would like to say this type of marriage is just like exchange of goods or 

property. Although it is a bitter fact yet it is common practice in some area of the Punjab. 

I (Sobia) have seen a girl who was very intelligent and brilliant student. Once she told 

that when she grew up she come to know that her father has conducted her marriage 
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contract with her cousin, who was just like illiterate person. Actually it was done for her 

brother’s marriage. Although she was not happy yet she is living with her husband just 

for the sake of her father’s prestige we have seen a number of cases in Punjab that 

sometimes girls do not know their right, sometime thy feel shy to express her discontent 

and some time they are compelled to accept the decision of her family.  

 

 We would like to share that Islam provide the right to dissolve the “Nikah”  for a 

grown up girl if nikah has done in the childhood and she don’t like her husband, than she 

can use her right and this right is termed us “Khayar-i-blogh” i.e. right of maturity. 

Actually in unfavorable and in unavoidable condition Islam allow to elder family member 

to contract the nikah of minor girl, but when she reached in youth or maturity if she 

doesn’t like to continue than by emphasizing her right of maturity through court she can 

get  rid of husband. But unfortunately social pressure doesn’t allow them to do so, 

sometimes girls are not aware of their right, due to ignorance of religious and legal 

knowledge which is stigma of the society.  It is also fact that financial condition does 

matter which is basic necessity of human being. Islam does not neglect the basic 

necessities so Islam provide right of inheritance to the female child also. 

 

D. Right of inheritance 

 It is a fact that financial liability is assigned for male members in Islam Actually 

man is physically strong as compared to woman. That is why it is responsibility of male 

member to provide female all necessities of life. But in spite of being free from 

responsibilities female has a significant share in the paternal or maternal property, the 

Holy Quran says: 

 

“Allah instructs you concerning your children: for the male, what is 

equal to the share of two females”. (Al-Quran, 4:11) 

 

 Above mentioned verse indicates that daughter have a right in inheritance, but it is 

worthy to discuss that still female are deprived of the right in local culture and she has no 

share in inheritance (Akbar (1988) 53) and only male members are considered as a true 

deserve of the inheritance. Particularly Pakhtun women are by and large excluded from 

inheritance in general and landed property in particular. (Shaheen (1995) 79) This local 

culture is quite contradictory not only to religion but law of the state also? It means local 

culture is dominant and deep rooted.  

 

 Sometimes situation is so miserable that if a person dies without having male issue 

and leaving only daughters, his property is immediately taken over his brothers or other 

close male relatives. This is concept of “Tarboor”  (Shaheen (1995) 79) 

 

 It is fact that condition of the Punjab is not different. Personally we know a 

number of families who do not want to give inheritance to the daughters. Sometimes they 

like to handover whole property to male issue in their life, so that a female issue should 

not file appeal in a court. Parents mentally prepare their female child’s mind that this is 

right of your brother. It has been listened from cultured girls that property should be 

allocated for our brothers, or sometimes they show satisfaction that it is our family 

tradition. We know a number of aged persons who would like to say that only son of the 

male issue should enjoy our property it is because issue of the daughter is not our, then 

why should they enjoy our property. So it is our personal observation that families in 
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Punjab are depriving their daughter of inheritance, sometimes girls are compelled to 

handover their share to their brother, otherwise they have to face social boycott. This is 

very cruel practice but still in 21st century it is a common practice of the people. 

Therefore, we place some suggestions in this regard: 

 

i. Ignorance or misinterpretation of the religious commands is creating problems in 

human life. So Muslim Scholars should fulfill their responsibilities and elaborate 

the religion in true spirit. 

ii. Rights of women should be well defined and advertised properly as prescribed by 

Islamic Shariah, so that everyone come to know the fact. 

iii. Education is first step to solve the problem so we should concentrate on the point, 

the people are illiterate and women do not know even their own rights.  

iv. Judicial implementation of the Islamic law in real sense is also very important for 

safety of the women rights and the Rights protection should be the part of the law 

of the state. 

v. Daughter killing is a harsh fact. People should be severely sentence who are 

involve in the fatal crime. 

vi. Marriages should be on consent based, the civil society should discourage 

compelled matrimonies and promote social awareness in this regard.  

vii. Quranic commands of regarding nuptial and inheritance should be publicized and 

preached in Friday sermons, and the mass media should play a vital and 

constructive role in this context. 
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